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Abstract
Fine-tuning transformer-based models have shown to outperform other methods for many Natural Language Understanding (NLU) tasks. Recent studies to reduce the size of transformer models have achieved reductions of > 80%, making
on-device inference on powerful devices possible. However,
other resource-constrained devices, like those enabling voice
assistants (VAs), require much further reductions. In this work,
we propose factorization-aware training (FAT), wherein we factorize the linear mappings of an already compressed transformer
model (DistilBERT) and train jointly on NLU tasks. We test this
method on three different NLU datasets and show our method
outperforms naive application of factorization after training by
10% − 440% across various compression rates. Additionally,
We introduce a new metric called factorization gap and use it to
analyze the need for FAT across various model components. We
also present results for training subsets of factorized components
to enable faster training, re-usability and maintainability for multiple on-device models. We further demonstrate the trade-off
between memory, inference speed and performance at a given
compression-rate for a on-device implementation of a factorized
model. Our best performing factorized model, achieves a relative
size reduction of 84% with ≈ 10% relative degradation in NLU
error rate compared to a non-factorized model on our internal
dataset.
Index Terms: NLU, Factorization, Model Compression

1. Introduction
With a growing number of users relying on voice powered digital
assistants (VAs) for their day-to-day activities [1, 2], aspects like
privacy, faster response time, accurate responses, and availability
without internet connection, have become critical to providing a
delightful customer experience. ‘On device’ or ‘Edge’ processing has been a important enabler, and an increasing number of
commercial VA systems are moving to edge [3–6]. The technology powering these VAs is Spoken Language Understanding
(SLU), which is the task of extracting meaning from a spoken utterance. Natural Language Understanding (NLU) is a key part of
the SLU pipeline that predicts the semantics (domain, intent and
slots) from the utterance transcript. In order to fit the stringent resource constraints of on-device systems, candidate models need
to be compressed. Moreover, modest compute resources restrict
the kind of architectures that can be deployed on edge. This precludes the use of large transformer based models like BERT [7],
GPT2 [8] and XLNet [9] for on-device NLU. However, given
the high predictive performance of transformers, there have been
many efforts to compress these models [10–14]. Studies focusing
on on-device inference have investigated knowledge distillation
(KD) [15–17]) or matrix factorization (MF) [18–25] as popular
hardware agnostic approaches to compress neural models. These
studies report a 35% − 87% size reduction, a 2x-4x speed up

and < 3% accuracy loss. However, for many VA devices like
Alexa Echo Dot and FireTV, orders of magnitude smaller and
faster models are required.
In this work, we investigate compression of a transformer
model for performing NLU, suitable for stringent on-device
constraints. We propose a model compression approach based on
MF, that can be applied to an already compressed model, leading
to further compression with minimal loss in performance. In
particular, we use the commonly used DistilBERT model [15]
as a starting point and factorize its linear layers. This is done in
a task-aware fashion, where the components are learned along
with the downstream tasks. Matrix factorization has been studied
before as a method for compressing neural networks [19, 23, 26],
however, to our knowledge, task-aware factorization for ondevice transformer-based NLU models has not been investigated.
Even though we showcase our results on DistilBERT, our method
is generic and can be applied to any transformer based model.
We test our method on 2 tasks and 3 datasets and show consistent
improvements across all.
The main contributions of this work are as follows: (1)
We propose a ‘factorization-aware training’ (FAT) method for
transformer-based models that helps the model recover lost performance encountered when factorization is done naively posttraining; (2) We introduce a new metric called ‘factorization-gap’
to measure the need for FAT for various model components;
(3) We present an approach for improving training speed, reusability, and maintainability by proposing to fine-tune only subsets of parameters in a factorized model. This allows multiple
on-device transformer-based models to share some parameters,
leading to further reduction in disk space and training time; and
4) We demonstrate a method to perform a trade-off analysis for
various implementation options between model-size, inference
time and performance for a given compression rate of the model,
providing a blueprint for design decisions when deploying factorized models on device.

2. Methodology
2.1. Model architecture
We design a transformer-based multi-task model to perform
NLU, consisting of two categories of tasks - sentence classification, and sequence tagging. The exact tasks can vary for different
NLU datasets. Figure 1 shows the basic architecture that we use.
The shared layer consists of a DistilBERT encoder that takes in
an utterance text as input. Task specific layers (heads) are added
on top of the last layer of the shared encoder. The sentence classification task(s) consist of fully-connected (FC) layers where
the input is the last layer encoded representation of the [CLS]
token. The sequence tagging task(s) use the last encoder layer
representation for all tokens that are passed on to an FC head
at each token position, to predict an entity tag for each word.
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the model a chance to learn to use lower-rank matrices in linear
layers and thus recoup some of the lost performance resulting
from matrix factorization. Additionally, lower rank components
in the network could have a regularizing effect during training
due to the reduced number of parameters, that in turn can help
with better performance on smaller datasets. Specifically for our
architecture (figure 1), we first decompose each weight matrix
in the pre-trained model to the three U , S, and V matrices, pick
the top RF% of singular values, and eliminate the rest. We
then fine-tune the resulting model on our NLU task and update
the factorized weights per linear mapping. This results in a
model that is inherently factorized with smaller U , S, and V
matrices that have been trained to perform the task with minimal
performance loss.
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Figure 1: Multi-Task Transformer Based Architecture for NLU
using DistilBERT. For each NLU dataset, we replace the taskspecific heads accordingly. Each F Ci head in the Classification
Layer can be a distinct sentence classification task.

The entire network is trained on a joint loss composed of sum of
sentence level cross-entropy losses for classifiers, and an average
token-level cross-entropy loss for tagging tasks (eq. 1).

2.3. Factorization gap
In order to measure how necessary it is to perform FAT for
various components of a model, we introduce a metric called factorization gap (%). This metric measures the amount of change
that the model parameters undergo in a FAT setup, compared
to their values in a post-training factorization setup. The more
factorization gap a component has, the more there is a need for
FAT. We calculate % as shown in the equation below -
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where Ncls , and Ntag determine the number of classifier and
tagging heads respectively, and wi , and wj are corresponding
weights for each loss term (l).
2.2. Transformer factorization
A distilled version of a full-sized BERT model, is still too large
to be feasible for on-device deployment, especially for devices
with stringent resources. For example, for an NLU memory
budget of 30MB-50MB, the model needs to have < 7.5 − 12.5
million parameters. We propose further compression of the
DistilBERT model using SVD decomposition of all linear layers
in the network. More specifically, we apply SVD to decompose
the weight matrices of all embedding, attention, and FF layers of
the underlying transformer model along with the linear layers of
task-specific heads. In this formulation, a weight matrix Wm×n
is expressed as a product of three matrices as shown below:
T
W = Um×d Sd×d Vd×n

(2)

where S is a diagonal matrix with d singular values. In order
to find the rank r ≤ min(m, n) approximation of W with
minimum Frobenius error, we only keep the r largest singular
values and their corresponding columns from U and V . In this
setup, r specifies the compression rate that we are willing to
achieve. In particular, we define Rank Factor (RF) 0.0 ≤
RF ≤ 1.0 as the percentage of singular values to preserve
for each weight matrix (i.e. d = RF × min(m, n)). SVD
automatically assigns importance (the singular values) to the
vectors in the decomposed matrices that enable optimal low rank
approximation of the original matrix.
If factorization is performed naively after training is finished,
the performance of the model will suffer (empirically shown
later). In order to solve this problem, we propose factorizationaware training (FAT), where the weight matrices of all linear
mappings in a the model are factorized, and represented with
lower rank matrices before any training occurs.This setup gives

N
1 X ϕi · ϕ̃i
N i |ϕi | · |ϕ̃i |

(3)

where ϕ̃i refers to the feature vector weight of the ith component
of the model where factorization is applied post training and ϕi
is the corresponding weight of the component in a model trained
using FAT.
Factorization gap values range between 0 ≤ % ≤ 1. The
closer the factorization gap is to 1, the more the parameters have
to change to produce FAT-equivalent results. For example, at
% = 0, the factorization gap for a model component is zero, therefore, there is no need to do FAT and performing post-training
factorization for that component will provide equivalent results.
3.1. Data

3. Experimental Setup

We experiment with three different NLU datasets to show the
efficacy and generalizability of this approach. This includes 2
publicly available datasets - ATIS [27] and MNLI [28], and an
internal NLU dataset
Internal NLU Dataset - We use a random snapshot of live
traffic of a commercial VA to create this dataset. The data is
de-identified to remove any personal information. Each instance
consists of an utterance text, along with the domain, intent and
the entity tags. The dataset includes ≈ 165 hours worth of
training data across more than 100 intents and entity types. We
similarly curate our validation and test set with ≈ 16 hours and
≈ 85 hours worth of data.
Both ATIS and MNLI are publicly available datasets.
ATIS [29] is an NLU dataset with intent and slot annotations
for utterances related to queries for a flight reservation system.
We used the same version of ATIS as in [30]. MNLI [28] is a
collection of 433k sentence pairs manually labeled for entailment classification and is used for building Natural Language
Inference (NLI) systems. We use the official train/test split of
the datasets but split off 10% of training samples for validation
purposes. The dataset comes with two test sets, matched and
mismatched, but due to space limitations we only report the
results on the matched set.
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Table 1: Model performances (error rates) across varying rank factors and compression for the models in the three experimental setups
of post-training factorization, factorization-aware training(FAT), and FAT with frozen-U parameters. Numbers for the internal dataset
are reported as relative % change due to privacy concerns, while for public datasets (ATIS , MNLI) are reported as absolute change.

ATIS and the internal dataset consist of both classification
(Domain and/or Intent Classification (DC/IC)), and tagging tasks
(Named Entity Recognition (NER)), with ATIS containing just
IC and NER and the internal set containing IC, DC and NER.
MNLI is just a sentence classification task. Equation 1 defines
the loss for each dataset based on its prediction tasks.
3.2. Model evaluation
We download the pre-trained DistilBERT model from [31] to
use as our shared encoder and fine-tune on our datasets. The
fine-tuned models without any factorization act as our baselines.
In order to show the efficacy of this approach, we perform our
experiments in three different settings:
Post-Training Factorization (Post-TF) - we naively factorize
the weights of all the linear layers in the model after it has been
fine-tuned on the NLU task.
Factorization-Aware Training (FAT) We use FAT to train our
model as explained in section 2.2
FAT with Frozen U (FAT-FU) - Similar to the setup in FAT, we
factorize and learn lower rank matrices for each linear layer, but
we keep the matrix U frozen in the fine-tuning stage.
We systematically experiment with reducing the RFs across
all our datasets and note the model performance. All the models
are trained using Adam Optimizer with early stopping on the
validation loss with a threshold of 5. We compute and report
following metrics to measure the model performance:
Interpretation Error Rate (IRER): Ratio of number of incorrect ‘interpretations’ to the total number of utterances. An incorrect interpretation is one where either the domain or the intent or
any of the slots are wrong. We use this measure for ATIS and
our internal NLU dataset.
Classification Error Rate (CER): - Ratio of incorrect class predictions to the total number of utterances. We use this measure
for the MNLI dataset.

4. Results
4.1. Empirical evaluations
Table 1 shows the model performance across different RFs on
three datasets. As can be seen, in the Post-TF setting, the model
catastrophically loses its prediction capability as lower RFs are
used, across all datasets. For example, for RF = 0.01 on the
internal dataset, the IRER jumps a whopping ≈ 763.93% in
Post-TF compared to baseline, while for FAT, the increase in

IRER is ≈ 57.87%. A similar degradation is seen for ATIS
with RF < 0.5,. MNLI shows a less drastic degradation with a
maximum of 74.68% loss in performance at RF = 0.01. This
is still significantly higher than its corresponding FAT performance at the same RF for both unfrozen FAT (≈ 13.13%) and
FAT with Frozen U (11.6%). The performance lost across all
datasets in Post-TF is consistently recovered using FAT for both
frozen and unfrozen U settings. However, as the compression
ratio increases, the model performance, even in the FAT setup
declines. Albeit, the decrease in performance is less dramatic
when compared to the decrease in the total number of parameters.
For RF = 0.25, the model has < 50% of the total parameters
of the original model, however there is only ≈ 7% relative decrease in performance when using unfrozen FAT in both the
internal and MNLI datasets. Our internal dataset sees the smallest degradation in both frozen and unfrozen setting in this regard.
A noteworthy observation here is that for the internal dataset, at
RF = 0.5, where the model has ≈ 60% of the original parameters, the performance actually improves by 3.81% using FAT.
This is probably due to the regularization effects of reduced number of parameters in the network. For a model with just ≈ 2%
(RF = 0.01) of the original parameters, MNLI sees 13.13%
degradation in the FAT setting. The decrease in performance for
ATIS and internal set are also not as big as the reduction in model
size, especially in the unfrozen FAT setting, indicating that FAT
is a promising way to achieve smaller model footprints without
significant loss in model performance. In the frozen U setting
for FAT, the change in model performance for the MNLI dataset,
across all RFs, is < 12%, with better performance compared to
the non-frozen counterpart. This is again probably a result of
regularization effects of having less learnable parameters in the
network due to freezing and reduced rank factors. This indicates
that portions of the factorized model can remain fixed and possibly be shared with other tasks, leading to smaller total footprint,
shorter training times, and improved reusability.
4.2. Factorization Gap
Figure 2 demonstrates the average factorization gap, %, for various components of transformer along the network depth. Top
panel shows that % for the self-attention layers (q, k, v) decreases
as we go deeper. However the % for FC layers (attention out,
lin1, and lin2) follows an increasing trend along the depth (bottom panel). This indicates that the FC layers in deeper layers rely
more on FAT to preserve the network’s performance compared
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Figure 2: Factorization gap (%) along network depth- Top panel
shows that the % in attention layers get smaller along network
depth, while in the FC components % gets larger in deeper layers
(bottom panel)

to the self-attention layers. Therefore, if we were to partially
freeze some components of the network, it is better to freeze
larger portions of the FC parameters in earlier layers, and do
the opposite for the attention layers. Additionally, lower % for
attention components in deeper layers can potentially indicate
an inherent lower rank for these layers, since less changes are
required to recover the lost performance. This metric can therefore help with designing future FAT setups that use adaptive rank
factors along the network depth to obtain models with smaller
footprint and improved training time.
4.3. Adaptive model loading
After a factorized model is trained, all the weights of the model
can be stored on disk using a lower-rank representation of the
components saving disk space. However, at inference, the parameters need to be loaded into memory. Depending on the memory
and computational constraints of a device, one can choose to
either load the factorized components and reconstruct them in
real-time or cache the fully reconstructed matrices in memory.
The common way to load the model in memory is to cache reconstructed matrices. In contrast, if only the factorized matrices
are cached, memory usage will be lower at the cost of higher
computation for reconstruction on-the-fly. This insight provides
an opportunity adaptively load factorized models into memory
and trade-off memory for computation based on available resources. To demonstrate this trade-off, we calculate the memory
footprint and FLOPs of the model for various RFs, based on the
percentage of the model weights that are loaded into memory
as factorized components. As can be seen in Figure 3, different RFs provide different trade-offs. As lower RFs are used,
a better trade-off is admitted where not as much FLOPS are
needed to achieve lower a memory footprint. For example, for
RF = 0.1, if all the reconstructed weight matrices are cached,
the model will have a memory footprint of ≈ 254 MBs, with
≈ 10.14 Giga FLOPs required at inference time. Whereas, if
only half of the reconstructed weights are cached in memory,
the model will consume half as much memory but require ≈ 70
times more computational resources at inference time. This
trade-off becomes exponentially more favorable with lower RFs.
This is primarily because lower rank decomposition requires less

Figure 3: Relative memory consumption and computation cost
at inference with weight matrices at - fully factorized, half reconstructed and fully reconstructed - across various RFs. For
a low RF (RF=0.001) the memory saving is 45% at half reconstruction and 80% for full factorization while incurring only 6X
and 7X computation cost, respectively. For higher RF (RF=0.5),
computational cost increases exponentially for smaller memory
saving.

number of FLOPs to reconstruct a matrix. For example, with
RF = 0.05, if half of the reconstructed weights are cached, only
≈ 2 times more FLOPS would be needed at inference. This is
favorable if the device has idle CPU/GPU time, while available
memory is limited. Also, one can observe that for larger RF
values, as the memory footprint decreases, the computational
overhead becomes prohibitive. Thus, the an adaptive model
loading strategy is more applicable when smaller RF values are
used. This analysis sheds light on possible design choices for an
on-device factorized model deployment and helps in deciding
what RF to use in trading off model performance with on-device
inference requirements. Note that we have not considered possible hardware optimizations that may change the relationship
between memory and computation here.

5. Conclusions
We introduce factorization-aware training (FAT) as a method
for compressing transformer-based models for on-device usecases. FAT learns the factorized weights of linear layers along
with downstream NLU tasks, resulting in minimal performance
degradation. We apply 3 different factorization techniques and
test their performance in a series of experiments. Our results
show that FAT can recoup the performance lost in post-training
factorization setting, under both unfrozen and frozen-U settings.
We study the memory-computation-accuracy trade-off across
different RF choices and propose an adaptive model loading
strategy for small rank factors. We also analyze the need for FAT
across different components of the network, by defining a new
metric, called factorization gap and show that in deeper layers,
FC layers are more dependent on FAT compared to attention layers. We focused our attention on analyzing model performance
using fixed RFs. In future we plan to experiment with adaptive
optimization of RFs per layer. Finally, we note that our proposed
method (FAT) is a parallel strategy to other model compression
techniques and can be used alongside other methods.
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